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The goal of this project was to use the linear acceleration capabilities of the NASA Vestibular Research Facility at Ames Research Center to directly examine encoding of linear accelerations in the vestibular system of the cat. Most previous studies, including my own, have utilized tilt stimuli, which at very low frequencies (e.g. "static tilt") can be considered a reasonably pure linear acceleration (e.g. "down"); however, higher frequencies of tilt, necessary for understanding the dynamic processing of linear acceleration information, necessarily involves rotations which can stimulate the semicircular canals. The VRF, particularly the Long Linear Sled, has promise to provide controlled pure linear accelerations at a variety of stimulus frequencies, with no confounding angular motion.

This Cooperative Agreement provided three years of support (which were extended to additional years without further expenditure of funds). Several parallel developments were carried out by myself and the VRF staff during this period. They include the following:

1) Design and construction of an animal restraint system suitable for single unit recording studies in the cat. This unit is designed to mount on either linear sled, preferably on a manual positioner which would allow the realignment of the unit about a vertical (yaw) axis, so as to allow multiple orientations (with respect to the animal) of the single horizontal drive axis of the table. The system incorporates a modified stereotaxic frame, allowing for stable and reproducible head orientations of experimental animals. The unit also incorporates a one-degree-of-freedom roll rotation axis, allowing the (fixed earth-horizontal) drive axis to be moved out of the animal's horizontal plane.

2) Creation of software for driving the Short Linear Sled and simultaneously collecting multiple analog data channels (typically accelerometer tracings) and neural spike occurrences. This software was a custom modification of a package I had developed for my other studies, allowing me to take advantage of substantial analysis and display software which had already been developed and tested.

3) Integration of the software into the PDP-11 computer system at the VRF. I accomplished this satisfactorily, temporarily installing necessary system software on disks dedicated to my use. Some modifications of my software was required to take into account some different lab interface hardware present on the VRF computer.

4) Construction of miscellaneous support equipment necessary for these experiments. We developed the following capabilities at the Short Sled site: (a) on-line monitoring of animal blood pressure, with audible alarms to alert us if the pressure deviated from physiological norms; (b) on-line measurement of animal temperature; (c) low-noise recording amplifiers suitable for measuring single neuron extracellular potentials; (d) identifying and eliminating extraneous noise sources in the table and drive system; (e) developing a method for passing small currents through the recording electrode for purposes of cleaning the electrode or providing a dye spot at the electrode tip.
5) Developing an approved Animal Care and Use protocol for these studies.

6) Interaction with the Animal Care Facility staff at ARC to have them observe and understand the type of surgery and animal preparation called for in these studies. Acute cat studies appear not to be a common occurrence at Ames.

7) Demonstrating the feasibility of performing single unit recordings on the Short Linear Sled by performing three pilot experiments.

8) Interaction with other investigators using the VRF Short Linear Sled. In particular, I have provided significant consultation to a single unit study performed by Chris Somps and David Tomko, "Vestibular Afferent Responses to Linear Oscillations in Alert Squirrel Monkeys".

9) I participated in the symposium Sensing and Controlling Motion, sponsored by NASA and the New York Academy of Sciences. I presented (and co-authored) a paper on "The Algebra of Neural Response Vectors" at this symposium, and co-authored a second presented paper.

To successfully accomplish the goals I originally outlined in the 1987 grant application, I required the ability to provide a variety of frequencies of stimulation while recording from a single neuron. These capabilities were planned for the Long Linear Sled; to date, a suitable drive system for this apparatus has not been constructed.
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